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Deep Value Investing Has Not Gone
Out of Style
Robert R. Johnson, Ph.D., CFA, CAIA, Thomas R. Robinson, Ph.D., CPA, CFP, CFA,
CAIA and Stephen M. Horan, Ph.D., CFA, CIPM
Article Highlights
• Benjamin Graham defined stocks trading with a large margin of safety as those whose prices were below net working capital after
all debt was deducted.
• Graham found that a portfolio of such bargain issues outperformed the broader indexes, with none of the 150 identified stocks
incurring significant losses.
• An updated version of Graham’s Deep Value screen was created in 2012; through November 2016, the portfolio beat the S&P
500 with all its stocks achieving positive returns.

“The more things change,

the more they stay the same.”

—Jean-Baptiste Alphonse Karr, French
critic, journalist and novelist

One of the fundamental tenets of value
investing, first outlined by Benjamin Graham in
his seminal work “The Intelligent Investor” (revised
edition, Harper Business, 2006) is the concept of
margin of safety. Margin of safety simply refers to how
much of a discount a security is selling for relative to its
intrinsic (or true, underlying) value. The larger the margin of
safety, the more limited the investor’s downside risk is. Value
investors from Warren Buffett to Seth Klarman to Charles
Brandes emphasize margin of safety when outlining their
investment philosophies.
There are certainly different levels of margin of safety.
One way to maximize margin of safety is to buy assets at a
discounted price. In essence, if one can systematically buy
assets worth $1 for $0.75 or $0.80, one would have a high
margin of safety. In that case, the risk being borne by the
purchaser is mismanagement—that incompetent managers
could essentially squander the assets.
In “The Intelligent Investor,” Graham outlined an assetbased methodology for identifying bargain issues with a large
margin of safety. This involved identifying stocks that, on a
per share basis, sell for less than the company’s net working
capital alone after deducting all debt. In essence, these firms
sell at a price that allows the investor to pay nothing for the
fixed assets (any buildings, machinery, land, etc.) and any
goodwill items that appear on the balance sheet.
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Sound too good to be true? In the
1957 edition of “The Intelligent Investor,” Graham identified about 150
stocks that met that criterion. He tracked
the performance of those firms over the
following couple of years and, while he didn’t
provide details, found that this portfolio of
bargain issues outperformed the broader indexes.
Perhaps more importantly to the value investor, he
reported that none of the firms he identified showed
significant losses. That is, the bargain issues indeed provided
a margin of safety for investors.
Realize that Graham presented this methodology nearly
60 years ago. Surely, with all of the databases and the intense
scrutiny and increasing sophistication of the financial markets
today, there cannot be many instances of companies selling
for less than net working capital after deducting all debt. Can
these opportunities still exist?
Rerunning Graham’s Strategy
In our book “Strategic Value Investing: Practical Techniques of Leading Value Investors” (McGraw-Hill Education,
2014), we ran the Graham Deep Value screen and identified
stocks that met the criteria as of January 27, 2012. Our screen
used AAII’s Stock Investor Pro fundamental stock screening
and research database and sought out stocks trading at prices
below their net current asset value. Stock Investor Pro defines
net current assets per share as current assets less total liabilities and preferred stock divided by the average number of
shares outstanding for the last fiscal quarter. We also required
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Table 1. Firms Selling at a Discount to Net Working Capital Less Long-Term Debt
in 2012

Company (Ticker)

Net Working Long-Term Short-Term Net Work’g
Capital
Debt
Debt
Capital Less Market
per Share
per Share per Share
LT Debt
Price Discount
($)
($)
($)
per Sh ($)
($)
%

Boss Holdings, Inc. (BSHI)
Crexus Investment Corp. (CXS)
Flexsteel Industries, Inc. (FLXS)
Gencor Industries, Inc. (GENC)
McRae Industries (MRINA)
Micropac Industries, Inc. (MPAD)
OPT-Sciences Corp. (OPST)
Paradise, Inc. (PARF)
TNR Technical, Inc. (TNRK)

11.90
12.00
14.10
9.40
14.80
6.50
13.50
26.00
12.70

0.50
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00

Source: AAII Stock Investor Pro. Data as of February 28, 2012.

companies to have been profitable and
to have realized positive cash flow from
operations over the past 12 months.
Financial stocks, stocks priced below
$5 per share and foreign companies
were excluded.
While the list we identified is much
shorter than the one Graham found
in 1957, we were able to identify nine
bargain issues. They are shown in Table
1 below as well as on page 190 of our
book.
As you can see, some of the bargain
issues sold at a much greater discount
from net working capital less long-term
debt than others. The average discount
for the nine securities was 16.9%. The
deepest bargain issue was Paradise Inc.
(PARF), selling at a 41.4% discount. At
the other extreme, Flexsteel Industries
Inc. (FLXS) was only selling at a 0.5%
discount from net working capital less
long-term debt.
Checking the Returns
So, how did these securities perform
over the next approximately five years?
Table 2 provides a recounting of how
each firm fared over this period. The
return on the S&P 500 index over this
period is also provided for comparison.
For the return analysis we used current data from Yahoo Finance, which
computes a dividend and split-adjusted
purchase price. This allows a simple
return to be computed by taking the
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1.10
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
0.00
1.10
0.00

10.30
12.00
14.10
9.40
14.08
6.50
13.50
24.90
12.70

8.00
11.06
14.03
7.17
13.05
5.10
11.80
14.60
10.79

22.3
7.8
0.5
23.7
7.3
21.5
12.6
41.4
15.0

on the S&P 500 on their own.
Similar to Graham’s original
findings, this is evidence
that the Deep Value screen
provides the investor with a
substantial margin of safety.
While certainly not an exhaustive study, it appears that
recent results from the Deep
Value screen provide evidence
that some investment strategies simply don’t go out of
style. It appears profitable for
investors to purchase firms
in which they essentially can
acquire the fixed assets and
any goodwill for free.

current price divided by the adjusted
A Caveat
purchase price, which considers any
stock splits or dividends occurring over
One major caveat is that market
the period. We also checked Yahoo Fi- sentiment plays an important role in
nance’s computation by looking at the how many deep value investment opdividends and splits and performing an portunities exist at any given time in
internal rate of return computation for the marketplace.
the period.
At the time of publication of
An equally weighted portfolio of the 1957 edition of Graham’s “The
the nine Deep Value
stocks would have Table 2. Returns of Stocks Passing the 2012 Screen
returned 106.4%
Dividend/Split Price on Rate of
from February 29,
Adj Purchase 11/30/16 Return
2012, through NoCompany (Ticker)
Price ($)
($)
(%)
vember 30, 2016.
Boss Holdings, Inc. (BSHI)
8.00
13.25
65.6
This return comCrexus Investment Corp. (CXS) 11.06
19.89* 79.9
pares quite favorFlexsteel Industries, Inc. (FLXS) 15.39
54.88 256.6
ably with the 78.3%
Gencor Industries, Inc. (GENC)
4.55
14.05 208.8
gain by the S&P 500
McRae Industries (MRINA)
11.62
25.60 120.3
total return index
Micropac Industries, Inc. (MPAD) 4.92
8.50
72.8
over that period.
OPT-Sciences Corp. (OPST)
11.35
17.50
54.2
The dispersion of
Paradise, Inc. (PARF)
16.23
23.21
43.0
returns was wide,
TNR Technical, Inc. (TNRK)
6.89
10.75
56.0
ranging from the
S&P 500 Index Total Return 2,353.23 4,195.73 78.3
over 250% increase
on Flexsteel Indus- *Stock bought out on March 18, 2016; proceeds assumed to be
tries to the 43% invested in the S&P 500 thereafter.
return on Paradise. Source: AAII Stock Investor Pro and Yahoo Finance.
However, one Note: In two cases, the historical data in Yahoo Finance differed
of the most inter- from that in the AAII database for February 29, 2012. For example,
esting findings is for Flexsteel, the price presented in the original AAII database was
that each of the recorded at $14.03 versus a price on February 29, 2012, reported by
nine companies we Yahoo of $17.10 and adjusted price considering dividends of $15.38.
was a similar difference for Paradise Inc. This is likely due to
identified provided There
thin trading in these stocks and AAII using a different data source than
a positive return Yahoo Finance. For returns of these two stocks, we used the Yahoo
and the majority data showing a lower return than would be shown using the AAII data
exceeded the return from 2012.
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Intelligent Investor,” the S&P 500 was
trading at a price-earnings ratio of 12
to 13 times. In contrast, when we ran
our screen in early 2012, the S&P was
trading at a higher price-earnings ratio
of between 15 to 16 times earnings.
As of this writing, the S&P 500
is trading at a price-earnings ratio of
about 21 relative to its long-term average of 15. So it may be the case that
there are fewer deep value investment
opportunities today than there were
four years ago.
But value investing is cyclical. Opportunistic investors are well advised
to periodically revisit the screen. Good
things come to those who wait.
What Now?
Given that price-earnings ratios
are higher than their historical average,
what’s a strategic value investor to do?
Seth Klarman may be able to
provide some guidance. He advocates
maintaining cash reserves during relatively high valuation periods, especially
when value investing opportunities
may be rare. It’s not so much a market
timing strategy as it is a technique to
keep his powder dry so he has some
ammunition when value opportunities
do present themselves. This strategy
worked out very well for him when the
market collapsed from 2007 to 2009. It
does require to the discipline to stick
to a contrarian approach, which can
often be at odds with how your emotions will want to you to act.
Successful value investing requires
discipline and independent thinking. If
your valuation metrics are not producing many investment opportunities, it
can be a sign that there are fewer stocks
trading at bargain prices. 

Defining Net Current Assets per Share
Net current assets is the value of cash and assets easily convertible to cash
within a short period of time less debt and preferred stock. Current assets
consist primarily of cash and cash equivalents, receivables and inventories.
The formula used for calculating net current asset value (NCAV) for the
most recent quarter in Stock Investor Pro is:
[Current assets Q1 – (Total liabilities Q1 + Preferred stock Q1)]
÷ Average shares outstanding Q1

NCAV differs from working capital by excluding both long-term liabilities
and preferred stock. Working capital, in contrast, is simply current assets less
current liabilities (to convert it to a per share number, divide the result by
the average number of outstanding shares). The stricter NCAV is a proxy
for the liquidating value of the company, with the idea being that the share
price gives investors enough of a buffer to provide a return on investment
should the company go under.

The Graham Deep Value Screen:
Stock Investor Pro Criteria
The screen run in 2012 for this article sought out companies trading
below their net current asset value. The companies were also required to be
profitable and have realized positive cash flow over the past five years. The
exact criteria used to screen for these companies in Stock Investor Pro are:
Field

Price
EPS-Continuing 12m
Cash from operations 12m
Country
ADR/ADS Stock
Sector
Price

Operator

<=
>
>
Equals
Is False
Not Equal
>=

Compare to

Net current assets per shr Q1
0
0
United States
Financial
5

As of November 30, 2016, just two stocks pass this screen, McRae Industries (MCRAA) and Paradise (PARF). As shown in Table 1, both stocks
also passed the screen in February 2012. The two companies have remained
profitable and cash flow positive. Both McRae Industries and Paradise do,
however, trade over-the-counter with very low volume.
—Charles Rotblut, CFA
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